Peter the Great Quiz O’ the Day #2

Answer these questions as TRUE or Make them True!

1. ________________________ Peter was in a power struggle with MOTHER Sophia.
2. ________________________ Peter was able to make Russia great because he loved PEACE.
3. ________________________ When Peter was ten, his dad died. He had to share the throne with his HALF-BROTHER NICOLAS II.
4. ________________________ Sophia killed most of Peter’s CLOSEST RELATIVES AND ADVISORS when his father died. She ruled for seven years after this.
5. ________________________ Peter took a famous trip to WESTERN ASIA to learn about different things that different countries were doing.
6. ________________________ While Russia was stuck in the Middle Ages, the rest of Europe was in a period called THE ELIZABETHAN AGE.
7. ________________________ The thing Peter loved to learn about most had to do with DENTISTRY.
8. ________________________ Peter learned to shoot a cannon by the age of 13.
9. ________________________ The center of Russian government, their palace, is called the PROMENADE.
10. ________________________ At the age of 17, Peter was called to the Kremlin. His half-sister Sophia had plans to kill him. However, the secret police, called the STRAZI would NOT SUPPORT HER.
11. ________________________ While Peter was on his trip, he learned that Sophia had tried to take over. He returned and had HER KILLED.
12. ________________________ Peter drank A LOT.
13. ________________________ Peter would have his OWN SON killed for disobeying him.
14. ________________________ Peter went to war with AUSTRIA over control of Azov, on the Black Sea.
15. ________________________ Peter WON the first battle of Azov.
16. ________________________ After losing the 1st Battle of Azov, Peter knew that he would need a CALVARY to be able to surround the city and win the battle.
17. ________________________ Peter then attacked FINLAND on the Baltic Sea.
18. ________________________ He BEAT the Swedish King Charles first battle with him.
19. ________________________ After defeat, he melted down all the Russian BRIDGES to make weapons.
20. ________________________ Peter threw his sword down in a swamp and said “Here shall be a town.” The town eventually became MOSCOW.
21. ________________________ The Swedes attacked Russia. Peter stopped them using a policy of FRIED EARTH.
22. ________________________ Peter was able to modernize Russia. This was called EASTERNIZATION.
23. ________________________ He was an IMPORTANT person to how the world is today.
Answer these questions regarding the map of Russia on the left.

1. _____ This part of Russia is called Siberia. It is east of the Ural Mountains.

2. _____ This was and is the original capital city of Russia, Moscow.

3. _____ This was the first port Russia controlled... it was useless in winter because it always froze over as it led to the Arctic Ocean.

4. _____ Peter won the city of Azov, here... which gave him access to the Black Sea.

5. _____ When Peter defeated Sweden, he was able to move his capital city to this place, here, on the Gulf of Finland. It lead to the Baltic Sea.

Okay, tell me this. Peter the Great... Does he deserve the title “the Great?” Explain. :)

Peter the Great Quiz O’ the Day #2

Answer these questions as TRUE or Make them True!

1. SISTER
   Peter was in a power struggle with MOTHER Sophia.

2. WAR
   Peter was able to make Russia great because he loved PEACE.

3. IVAN
   When Peter was ten, his dad died. He had to share the throne with his
   HALF-BROTHER NICOLAS II.

4. TRUE
   Sophia killed most of Peter’s CLOSEST RELATIVES AND ADVISORS when his
   father died. She ruled for seven years after this.

5. EUROPE
   Peter took a famous trip to WESTERN ASIA to learn about different things
   that different countries were doing.

6. AGE OF ENLIGHTENMENT
   While Russia was stuck in the Middle Ages, the rest of Europe was in a
   period called THE ELIZABETHAN AGE.

7. SHIP BUILDING
   The thing Peter loved to learn about most had to do with DENTISTRY.

8. TRUE
   Peter learned to shoot a cannon by the age of 13.

9. KREMLIN
   The center of Russian government, their palace, is called the PROMENADE.

10. TRUE
    At the age of 17, Peter was called to the Kremlin. His half-sister Sophia
    had plans to kill him. However, the secret police, called the STRAZI would
    NOT SUPPORT HER.

11. SENT TO NUNERY
    While Peter was on his trip, he learned that Sophia had tried to take over.
    He returned and had HER KILLED.

12. TRUE
    Peter drank A LOT.

13. TRUE
    Peter would have his OWN SON killed for disobeying him.

14. TURKEY OR OTTOMAN EMPIRE
    Peter went to war with AUSTRIA over control of Azov, on the Black Sea.

15. LOST
    Peter WON the first battle of Azov.

16. NAVY
    After losing the 1st Battle of Azov, Peter knew that he would need a
    CALVARY to be able to surround the city and win the battle.

17. SWEDEN
    Peter then attacked FINLAND on the Baltic Sea.

18. LOST
    He BEAT the Swedish King Charles first battle with him.

19. CHURCH BELLS
    After defeat, he melted down all the Russian BRIDGES to make weapons.

20. ST. PETERSBURG
    Peter threw his sword down in a swamp and said “Here shall be a town.”
    The town eventually became MOSCOW.

21. SCORCHED EARTH
    The Swedes attacked Russia. Peter stopped them using a policy of
    FRIED EARTH.

22. WESTERNIZATION
    Peter was able to modernize Russia. This was called EASTERNIZATION.

23. TRUE
    He was an IMPORTANT person to how the world is today.
Answer these questions regarding the map of Russia on the left.

1. E This part of Russia is called Siberia. It is east of the Ural Mountains.

2. C This was and is the original capital city of Russia, Moscow.

3. A This was the first port Russia controlled... it was useless in winter because it always froze over as it led to the Arctic Ocean.

4. D Peter won the city of Azov, here... which gave him access to the Black Sea.

5. B When Peter defeated Sweden, he was able to move his capital city to this place, here, on the Gulf of Finland. It lead to the Baltic Sea.

Okay, tell me this. Peter the Great... Does he deserve the title “the Great?” Explain. :)

Up to you!